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D ear Guest, we are glad to 

welcome you in our Hotel.

We thank you for your

preference and we wish you a 

pleasant stay.

To help you get to know the 

Hotel Cirelle Suite&Spa in the 

best possible way, we created

this leaflet as a guide to the 

use of the services and all the 

comforts at your disposal.

To emprove our service, leave

your valuable comment.

Thank you very much,

Family Dantone



BREAKFAST
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Your daily
Breakfast

From 7:30 am until 10:00 am
(Only for B&B and B&B Plus 

arrangement, service not included for 

the Residence Formula)

To start the day on the right foot .. 

Continental buffet with hot and 

cold products, from sweet to salty, 

with particular attention to food 

intolerances with a wide selection

of lactose-free vegatal drinks, or 

gluten free products on request .. 

A breakfast for every taste, 

including the most international 

ones with egg and bacon dishes. 



YOUR ROOM
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I
f upon your arrival or during your

stay you should notice any

inconvenience, please

notify the Reception 

immediately. We will do our best 

to fix it as soon as possible. If 

you wish not to be disturbed, 

hang the appropriate "Do not 

disturb" sign outside the door, 

remember to remove it once you 

leave, to allow to the maid to 

tidy up the room.
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Internet connection 
The internet connection in the 

hotel is available free of charge 

to all our Guests, the connection 

can be activated by scanning the 

QR code present both in the 

room and at the Reception, 

where the password is also 

indicated. It is possible to access 

the WiFi network in the whole 

area of the Hotel.

Heatingsystem
Using the special display in your 

room, you can raise or lower the 

temperature by 3°C. Keep in 

mind that it operates, at the 

management's discretion, only at 

set times and depending on the 

season. Please remember to 

close doors and windows.
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Spa Bag
The Spa Bag contains a soft 

bathrobe and a pair of slippers. 

It is a service not included in the 

price for the Residence Formula, 

the cost of the weekly rental for 

those staying in the Dolèda 

apartments is € 15.00 per person. 

The Spa Bag is part of the room 

kit, but those who wish can 

purchase the single bag by 

contacting the Reception.

Bathrobe
With a small gesture you can help 

us to protect the environment. 

The bathrobe is at your disposal 

throughout the week. If you want 

to change it, you can leave it on 

the floor in the bathroom and it 

will be changed with a symbolic 

eco-contribution of € 10.00 per 

item.
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Wellness Set

Included in the room, at 

your disposal, you will also 

find a set of bathroom 

products, specially designed 

with alpine fragrances, for 

your well-being. If they are 

to your liking, you can also 

purchase them individually 

at the Reception.
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Telephone

The hotel telephone number is

+39 0462 602086

For external calls, ask reception 

to enable the telephone.

Internal calls:

Reception Tel. 9

Bar Tel. 9

Night Emergencies Tel.9

To call another room, simply dial 

the room number.

tel:00390462602086
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Main international 
telephone prefixes

AUSTRIA 0043

BELGIUM 0032

DENMARK 0045

FINLAND 00358

FRANCE 0033

GERMANY 0049
GREAT BRITAIN 0044

IRELAND 00353

NORWEY 0047

NEADERLANDS 0031

SPAIN 0034

SWEDEN 0046

SWISS 0041

U.S.A 001

AUSTRALIA 0061

ISRAEL 00972
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TVSat

Even if the holiday period is a 

moment to be lived away from 

the daily grind, television has 

now entered in our life and it is 

difficult to do without it. The 

television is already 

programmed to receive Italian 

and international channels and 

it is therefore not possible to 

search for other channels.

SkyTV
Our Guests can benefit from the 
Sky TV service which includes 
Sky Cinema, Sky Calcio, Sky 
Sport (almost all the channels 
are multilingual).
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Departure

On the day of departure, Guests 

are requested to leave the room 

no later than 10:00. 

The bill can be paid the previous 

evening or the same morning 

after 8:00. 

In case of departure after the 

check-out time, it is possible to 

leave the luggage at the 

Reception. It is possible to 

arrange a late check-out with the 

Management, based on the 

availability of the room and with 

a supplement of € 30.00.
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Water of the Dolomites

Upon your arrival, like every day 

of your stay, you will find in the 

room a bottle with our precious 

pure natural water, which flows 

directly from our mountains, the 

Dolomites. The water of the 

Dolomites exerts a beneficial 

ecological effect, favors the 

reduction of plastics and glass, it 

is controlled, fresh and mountain 

water.
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Acqua CEDEA 8.1
LUXURY WATER: Multi-award-

winning luxury mineral water 

from the Dolomites

On the breakfast buffet, every 

day you can find the precious 

CEDEA water, both in its sparkling 

and natural version. It is a noble 

mineral water that flows and is 

bottled in our village of Alba, just 

200 meters from our hotel. Light 

and gently alkaline, it is low in 

mineral content with a PH of 8.1, 

low in sodium and with balanced 

mineral content, it is the ideal 

water for a healthy lifestyle. 

Furthermore, CEDEA is a green 

water thanks to its returnable 

empty glass bottles, which 

reduce the use of plastic and the 

circulation of glass. For more 

information

https://www.cedea.com/

https://www.cedea.com/
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Our new Spa Èga Pura, more 

than 450 m. sq. of relax

Immerse yourself, relax, feel 

reborn… Let yourself be 

cradled by this world of well-

being and by the essences of 

mountain wood and 

eucalyptus. After a cold sunny 

day on the ski slopes of Val di 

Fassa or a breathtaking 

summer excursion in 

the Dolomites, regenerate 

yourself in our world of well-

being where you will find 

relaxation for the body, mind 

and spirit. The wood of our 

forests, the natural stones, the 

murmur of the water are all 

you need to let yourself be 

transported to the world of 

dreams.
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Spa Èga Pura
In our Spa you can find:

Opening hours:

From 3.00 pm until 8.00 pm

- Relaxation room with beds and 

heated water mattresses

- Herbal tea area

Opening hours:

From 5.00 pm until 8.00 pm
Not accessible to children under 16

- Sauna «Steila da mont»
80°-90°C – 10% humidity

- Bio Sauna «Stua ladina»
40°/ 50° C – 50% humidity

in pine wood and with alpine herbs

- Eucalyptus steam bath
42°/ 48°C – 90% / 100% humidity

- Ice cave

- Showers with chromotherapy 

and cold eucalyptus mist
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Wellness treatments
On booking

Tuesday 3.00 pm – 7.00 pm

Thursday 3.00 pm – 7.00 pm

‘50 min. / € 60,00                                                                           

GROUNDING MASSAGE

It increases awareness, the sense of being rooted to the

ground, which symbolically represents reality, in the here and

now. All through controlled pressure on the different parts of

the body. The treatment can also be performed in comfortable

clothes.

‘50 min / € 70,00                                                            

ALPINE HERBS MASSAGE

Warm pads with aromatic mountain herbs, which give a feeling 

of calm, relaxing the body and stimulating the natural healing 

of our cells, balancing mind, body and soul.

‘50 min / € 65,00                                                                 

CALIFORNIAN MASSAGE

The King of massages. It touches the soul with its fluid

movements, which wrap and drain the body, seeking an inner

balance.

‘50 min / € 70,00                                                             

PERSONALIZED MASSAGE

Choose together with the operator the massage technique and 

the most suitable oils for you, for a personalized massage.
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‘50 min / € 70,00                                                  

ESSENTIAL OIL MASSAGE

Aroma-massage with essential oils, with slow and enveloping

movements. Gives the body a feeling of relaxation.

‘50 min / € 70,00                                                       

DECONTRACTING MASSAGE

Energetic and vigorous myofascial massage. The use of

mountain pine oil loosens tense muscles and contractures,

bringing tension outwards. If performed before sporting

activity, it increases its performance.

‘50 min / € 70,00                                                                                

MAORI MASSAGE

It comes from Polynesia, a land of ancient knowledge for the

well-being of body and mind. Thanks to the use of wooden

objects typical of this same population and generous doses of

oil, it is a practice that aims to dissolve contractures and

makes the muscles elastic, giving a sense of relaxation and

promoting lymphatic drainage.

‘50 min / € 65,00                                                                          

DRAINING MASSAGE

Slow and rhythmic movements, which, working on the skin,

favor the elimination of waste and toxins through drainage,

ideal in case of swelling and heaviness in the legs.

‘25 min / € 45,00                                                                          

PARTIAL MASSAGW

- Legs and feet

- Back and neck

- Face and décolleté
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‘50 min / € 65,00                                                                              

SWEDISH MASSAGE

It acts on the haemolymphatic circulation, useful in the

prevention of fat and cellulite. Frees the body from toxins,

stimulates circulation with an immediate widespread feeling of

well-being.

‘50 min / € 70,00                                                                      

PINDASWEDA MASSAGE

Ayurvedic treatment that is performed with pads rich in

medicinal mountain herbs, soaked in hot oil. It relieves muscle

tension and allows the herbs contained in the pad to release

their beneficial principles, acting on the body.

‘50 min / € 70,00                                                                     

AYURVEDIC MASSAGE

It helps the circulation of the body fluids and to eliminate reflux

materials from the body and mind, bringing the body into a

balance of total sense gratification. During the massage, an

energetic relationship is established between the operator and

the person to be massaged, which works on the emotional and

mental sphere.



PANORAMIC 

SWIMMINGPOOL
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Hot tube Jacuzzi
Opening hours:

From 3.00 pm until 8.00 pm

In the most panoramic point of 
the hotel, filled with water 
heated up to 36°, at the foot of 
the fabulous Dolomites.

Covered panoramic
swimmingpool
Opening hours:

From 3.00 pm until 8.00 pm

A large swimming 

pool of sixteen meters by 

five, filled with water 

heated up to 32°, where 

you can swim in peace and 

release tension. 

The swimming pool also 

offers hydromassage beds 

on which to relax, an 

effervescence platform 

and a corner for neck 

massage.
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Spa and panoramic pool

To ensure maximum comfort and relaxation in

our wellness center for everyone, but above all

for the respect of all users, please observe a

few simple rules:

GENERAL RULES

Children under 14 are only allowed in the pool

area if accompanied by an adult.

Access to the Spa area is instead reserved for

people over the age of 16.

The spa is an area dedicated to relaxation and

rest. Guests are asked to speak softly.

Before swimming in the pool and accessing the

spa, it is mandatory to take a shower.

To access the wellness center you need to use

the sauna towel provided by the hotel.

It is forbidden to smoke in the entire structure,

as well as to introduce food and drinks.

The Management declines all responsibility in

the event of theft of unattended money and

valuables.

In the event of an infraction, the Management

or the staff reserve the right to expel the

offenders, without any reimbursement, and

possibly prohibit their future entry.

For anything not covered by this regulation, the

provisions communicated by the staff prevail.

The Management declines all responsibility for

the consequences deriving from the non-

compliance with the regulation and/or with the

recommendations of the staff.
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POOL AREA

Children under 14 can only access the pool

area accompanied by an adult. Accompanying

adults will be held accountable for the behavior

of minors.

It is forbidden to dive from the edges of the

pools, run, push other swimmers into the water

and play violent games or actions that could

cause damage to people or things.

The use of masks, flippers, hand paddles and

inflatable objects is prohibited.

Children under the age of 4 must wear the

appropriate sanitary diaper to enter the pool.

Do not dive on a full stomach, wait

approximately 2 hours after meals.

SPA AREA

Access not allowed to children under 16

Leave slippers outside the sauna/steam cabins

and showers.

For obvious hygienic reasons, in the saunas it is

mandatory to use the appropriate sauna towel

to sit or lie down on the wooden benches.

The use of saunas and steam baths is not

recommended for people in precarious health

conditions.



SPORT 
FREE TIME

Summer
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Bike Hotel
exclusive services

For an active holiday

•Mountain bikes available for 

free (subject to availability);

•Bike garage closed and under video 

surveillance with E-Bike charging 

stations;

•"Bike corner" with kit for small 

repairs;

•Washing area for mountain bike;

•Laundry service (self service – extra 

charge) for daily washing of 

sportswear.

•Guided excursions with weekly 

program (ask Reception for 

information)
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Bike Deposit

It is not allowed to bring bicycles 

inside the room or on balconies or 

terraces. If this is not respected, any 

damage to walls, furniture or other 

caused by transport of the bicycles 

will be fully charged to your 

account. The bicycle storage is 

located on the covered parking level, 

you can ask for the key at Reception.

Bike Rental
To take advantage of the free MTB 

rental service, simply contact the 

Reception. The Management is not 

liable for any accident or damage 

deriving from the use of the 

vehicle. The Guest is directly 

responsible for any damage or 

theft suffered, as well as any 

damage caused to third parties or 

violations of the law in the use of 

the vehicle. For more information 

about the services included in the 

Bike Hotel package and for 

information on guided excursions, 

contact the Reception.
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Val di Fassa Guest 
Card

The Val di Fassa Guest Card is an 

online application to download on 

your smartphone. With this card 

you can choose every day from 

the various activities organized by 

the APT of Val di Fassa and by 

Fassa Outdoor: guided excursions, 

Nordic walking, nature walks for 

families and many other fun 

outdoor activities. And for the 

little ones many adventures in the 

magical world of Fassalandia. You 

can also use the public transport 

service for free. If you have not 

already received it, ask Reception 

for a copy of the activation 

request.
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PanoramaPass

It is a card with free and 

unlimited access to the ski lifts 

of the valley. It can be 

purchased in the variant of 3 

days out of 6, 6 days out of 6 

or 7 days out of 13 and it can 

be done online 
www.fassa.com/IT/PanoramaPass/

or directly to the lift desk.

http://www.fassa.com/IT/PanoramaPass/


SPORT 
FREE TIME

Winter
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Personal Ski Instructor

The hotel collaborates with a 

National Alpine Ski Instructor, that 

is at its Guests' disposal, for lessons 

or guided ski excursions:

• Private ski lessons for adults and 

children

• Ski excursions to discover the 

most suggestive corners of the 

Dolomites (half day or full day)

• Night skiing

• Technical insights through snow 

exercises and video analysis

For more information:

Tel. +39 333 2695307

Facebook: Giorgia Lorenz Istruttore 

Nazionale e Maestra di Sci

Email: giorgialorenz82@gmail.com

tel:+393332695307
mailto:giorgialorenz82@gmail.com
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Mountain Skilifts

The ski lifts are located just 300 

meters away, in the direction of 

Marmolada:

• Alba-Col dei Rossi Funifor which 

takes you directly to the top of 

the Belvedere, at the start of 

the Sellaronda

• Ciampac-Buffaure

ski area that is part of the Ski 

Tour Panorama, which from Alba 

descends to Pozza and through a 

road connection, leads up to the 

Catinaccio ski area.
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Ski Rental Service
Paolo Sport Ski Rental, Ski and 

equipment deposit
300 meters from our hotel, directly at 

the start of the ski lifts. They have 

lockers where you can store skis, boots, 

poles, helmets and gloves at the end of 

the day, to find them dry and warm the 

next morning.

Ski Room
A room with video surveillance is 

available to our Guests for the storage of 

skis and boots with special boot warmers. 

The entrance (white glass door) is located 

on the covered parking level and can be 

accessed using the room card, or by 

ringing the bell. 

It is absolutely forbidden to deposit skis 

and boots inside the rooms, just as it is 

forbidden to pass through the Hall and in 

the corridors with skis and boots.
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Not only ski..
with Winter Sport Outdoor!

Many winter activities in addition to 

on-piste and off-piste skiing, day and 

night snowshoeing, paragliding 

flights, horse riding, yoga lessons..

https://www.fassasport.com/

Skibus service
The two Skibus stops are located, 

one 20 meters from the hotel in the 

direction of Marmolada, the other in 

the town square 200 meters away 

from the hotel, in the direction of 

Canazei. The ski buses have a daily 

frequency that varies from 10 to 30 

minutes between one run and 

another. It is possible to buy the 

daily or weekly ticket directly at the 

Reception at a discounted price. For 

timetables and information, contact 

the Reception.

https://www.fassasport.com/


RESTAURANTS

PIZZERIAS
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Restaurant
Pizzeria El Resolé
Tel. +39 0462 600312

www.elresole.it

It is located in front of us, just 

20 meters. It offers a wide 

variety of typical dishes, grilled 

meat specialties and numerous 

pizzas.

Restaurant
Tobià deZeli
Tel. +39 3476154472
www.tobiadezeli.it

It is located at the back of our 

hotel, just 300 meters towards 

the playground, behind the ice 

rink. It offers a menu of typical 

dishes with a modern 

interpretation.

tel:00390462600312
http://www.elresole.it/
tel:00393476154472
http://www.tobiadezeli.it/
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Restaurant
Pizzeria Edy
Tel. +39 3895120194

It is located just 20 meters 

from our hotel, in the 

direction of Marmolada. It 

offers a menu of typical 

cuisine and numerous 

Neapolitan-style pizzas.

Pizzeria Brewery
El Binocol
Tel. +39 0462 606420
It is located just 300 meters 
away from us, in the direction of 
Marmolada, near the ski lifts. It 
offers an extensive card of craft 
beers and gins, as well as 
excellent pizzas.

tel:00393895120194
tel:00390462606420
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Perlage 
WineBar&Restaurant

Tel. +39 335 5654072

It is located just 400 meters 

from our hotel, in the 

direction of Canazei. Elegant 

and refined environment, for 

classy aperitifs or gourmet 

dinners.

At the Reception, more information 

on the restaurants in the neighboring 

villages and on evenings in mountain 

huts.

tel:00393355654072
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RESTAURANTS 
IN CANAZEI

Osteria La Montanara
Tel. +39 0462 602610

Via Dolomites, 185  Canazei

An informal and rustic place, 

where you can appreciate a 

cuisine with attention to every 

detail, or just drink an aperitif 

with some accompanying 

platters.

L’Ostaria Da Besic
Tel. +39 0462 601664

Via Dolomites, 101  Canazei

A typical cuisine restaurant, 

pizzeria and burger shop, with 

careful choice of raw materials, 

with annex American 

Bar&Lounge Café Primo Piano

tel:00390462602610
tel:00390462601664
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The Sora 50.12
Tel. +39 3517760250

Via Dolomites, 105b  Canazei

www.thesora5012.it

It is a local tapas bar, a new and 

very modern bar and restaurant, 

where you can spend an evening 

with friends.

Ristorante El Pael
Tel. +39 0462 601433

Via Roma, 58  Canazei

Refined and elegant restaurant, 

recently renovated, offers a 

menu of refined dishes with a 

careful selection of raw 

materials and an excellent 

selection of wines, personally 

chosen by Roberto Anesi, owner 

and first sommelier in Italy.

tel:00393517760250
http://www.thesora5012.it/
tel:00390462601433


MORE 
INFO
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Cashdesk
We accept the 

following credit cards:

Bancomat 

Visa 

Mastercard

Maestro

You can settle your account 

the evening before your 

departure or the same 

morning after 8.00 am
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Night entrance
After 11.00 pm you can return to 

the hotel via the main entrance 

or by accessing the white glass 

door on the level of the covered 

car park, again using your Key 

Card.

Laundry service
The hotel offers a laundry room 

equipped with a washing machine 

and dryer. The cost of the 

service is € 3.00 and also includes 

the detergent. 

To use it, please ask at 

Reception.

Parking
The hotel offers a covered car 

park andgarage, both with video 

surveillance, reserved for Guests 

and with free access.
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Tourist medical 

service or emergencies
For information on the tourist 

medical service or for the 

pediatrician, contact the 

Reception. In case of 

emergencies or any need, 

please contact us immediately 

(24 hours a day) by dialing 9.

Taxi Service
The Taxi service can be booked 

at the Reception.
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DOMESTIC PETS
Dogs and other pets are welcome in the 

hotel, so long as they are already used to 

being alone for short periods and are able to 

respect the rules of good coexistence and 

respect for others.

We therefore ask you to follow the following 

basic rules for a good coexistence of animals 

(mainly dogs) and all other hotel guests:

1. Use of the leash

2. Do not let the animal climb on 

armchairs, chairs, sofas and beds in 

the room

3. Don't let him/her bark during rest 

hours

4. Do not let him/her do pee/poo 

inside the hotel, on the hotel access 

landings, or in the Solarium garden

5. Collect poo with the special bag (in 

Trentino you are subject to 

penalties by law)

6. Access to the breakfast room is not 

allowed for animals for any reason
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7. It is not allowed to leave the animal 

alone during the room cleaning 

time: the Staff can decide not to 

carry out the cleaning and/or not to 

enter the room if the animal is 

unattended, for animal safety 

reasons ( may be able to escape 

from the room) and the Staff

8. It is not allowed to leave pets alone 

in the room for long periods or for 

the whole day

9. It is not allowed to use the 

linen/towels in the room to dry or 

clean your pet

10. Despite ourselves, we will be forced 

to charge for any damages during 

the stay.

Linen, duvets, pillows or mattresses 

soiled by animals, according to our 

hygiene standards, will no longer be 

usable even after washing and will 

therefore be charged as damage.
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As a hotel belonging to the Val di Fassa Pet 

Friendly Hotel Club, we also comply with 

the club regulations. Therefore we respect 

the cleaning standards required by using 

specific products for greater hygiene in the 

room and in all the common areas.

The daily extra charge is Euro 20,00 (does 

not include any meals).

The Hotel Cirelle Suite&Spa is pleased to 

provide a comfortable Pet Kit for your pet's 

stay, complete with two steel bowls for 

food and water, a soft kennel/maxi pillow 

and a cotton sheet to cover everything.

The location of our hotel is ideal for dogs 

and owners: located a few steps from the 

promenade along the river, lit up in the dark 

and pleasant both in summer and winter.

For the use of the lifts (cable cars) and the 

public transport service, the use of the 

muzzle is mandatory.

Warning: the anti-rabies vaccination is no 

longer mandatory in Trentino, but it is 

always strongly recommended.
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SERVICES “PETS ON VACATION”

VETERINARY CLINIC VAL DI FASSA

Dott.ssa Giulia Belfanti - Dott. Filippo 

Soresi Bordini

Mon-Tue-Wed-Fri 9.30 am - 12.30 pm and 

3.30 pm - 7.00 pm

Thu 3.30 pm - 7.00 pm

Sat  9.30 am - 12.30 pm

Sun closed

Every day available 24h. Home visits. Supply 

of medicines, feed on request.

Strèda de Sèn Jan, 13

Sèn Jan di Fassa - Pozza di Fassa

Tel. +39 0462-760151

VETERINARY CLINIC L’ARCA

Dott.ssa Francesca Povolo

Mon-Fri 09.30 am - 12.30 pm and

2.30 pm – 7.00 pm

Wed 2.30 pm - 7.00 pm

Saturday afternoon and Sunday closed

24/7 availability with mobile service. Sale 

of feed, pesticides and medicines on order.

Strada Comunità de Fiem, 10

Moena

Tel +39 333-3218508

tel:00390462760151
tel:00393333218508


HOTEL CIRELLE 

SUITE&SPA★★★★

Via Costa, 125      

38032 Alba di Canazei (TN)
tel. +39 0462 602086
info@cirelle.it 
www.cirelle.it

Socialize us

WE REMIND YOU THAT 

SMOKING IS FORBIDDEN IN 

THE ROOMS AND IN THE 

WHOLE HOTEL

The Dantone Family wishes 

you a pleasant stay in the 

Dolomites, a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site.

tel:00390462602086
mailto:info@cirelle.it
http://www.cirelle.it/
https://www.facebook.com/hotelcirellesuiteandspa
https://www.instagram.com/hotelcirellesuiteandspa/
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